Lateral heterogeneity exists in the Earth's mantle, and may result in seismic velocity anomalies up to several per cent. If convection cells and plumes extend down to the core, then these features may be associated with local inhomogeneities observed in the lower mantle.
Introduction
Seismic travel-time tables based on spherically-symmetric Earth models usually enable arrival times to be calculated to within a few seconds of observed times. However, it has also been found in recent years that significant lateral changes in physical properties may occur throughout the mantle, in addition to near-surface variations (e.g. Davies & Sheppard 1972; Julian & Sengupta 1973; Anderson 1975) . Julian & Sengupta (1973) suggest that lateral variations in velocity may be of the order of several per cent over horizontal distances up to 1000 km. The heterogeneity may be most pronounced in the upper mantle and near the core-mantle boundary (Wright & Lyons 1975; Sengupta & Toksoz 1976) .
With the concept of convection currents in the mantle (Runcorn 1962) and plumes (Morgan 1972) , and the possibility that convection cells extend throughout the mantle ( e g Kaula 1972; Runcorn 1972; Kanasewich 1976) , the regional seismic anomalies and other geophysical effects may be related to cell structure in the mantle. In particular, thermal plumes (which may occur at the boundaries of convection cells) may be represented by areas of abnormally low viscosity and density, resulting in up t o a 10 per cent reduction in P-wave velocity (Oxburgh & Turcotte 1968) . Alternatively, higher than average velocities may occur at the base of a chemical plume (Anderson 1975; Okal & Anderson 1975) . Attempts to detect such anomalous regions in the lower mantle below the surface traces of hot spots have resulted in conflicting evidence (e.g. Wright 1973; Julian & Sengupta 1973; Berteussen 1975; Green 1975; Kanasewich & Gutowski 1975) .
It is often assumed in calculations of convection dynamics that cell boundaries, and hence presumably mantle plumes, will be near-vertical throughout most of the mantle ( e g Oxburgh & Turcotte 1968) . This also seems to have been assumed in the search through seismic methods for deep plume structure. A relatively narrow plume of perhaps 150-400 km in diameter (Deffeyes 1972; Morgan 1972; Kanasewich & Gutowski 1975) may not necessarily ascend vertically in the mantle. Forces due to the rotation of the Earth may produce some alteration of the motion from the ideal (vertical) situation, but this effect may not be significant (Runcorn 1972) . In addition to convection cells, there may be a general circulation of mantle material relative to the crust as a whole (Hargraves & Duncan 1973) . If this effect increases with depth, in the upper mantle at least (Nelson & Temple 1972) , then considerable deviation of the rising plume or cell boundary from the vertical may occur. This may be of the order of 100 to 1000 km horizontally in the upper mantle, depending on the magnitude of the shear effect (Nelson & Temple 1972) , and the rate of upward movement of a plume (Morgan 1972) or cell boundary (Oxburgh & Turcotte 1968) . Hence it is possible that a velocity anomaly in the lower mantle would not be related t o a surface hot spot directly above the region.
Ideally, a section of the mantle should be studied for anomalous features at various depths, in order that structure can be traced through the mantle, but in practice it may be difficult to find suitable data to achieve this. An attempt is made here to study part of the lower mantle under the Atlantic Ocean, to determine whether regional anomalies occur which can be correlated with large-scale (of the order of 1000 km laterally) plate or cell structure. In addition to velocity anomalies, the core boundary may be deformed under the rising edges of convection cells (core-mantle bumps), especially near the base of a mantle plume, if cells and plumes extend throughout the mantle. This may be manifested in patterns of seismic anomalies which correspond to surface features, possibly with some horizontal displacement.
Although seismic data indicate that the core-mantle transition is probably less than 1-4 km thick (Kanamori 1967; Phinney 1972; Buchbinder & Poupinet 1973) , the average radius of the core may still be uncertain by more than 10 km ( c t Taggart & Engdahl 1968; Johnson 1969; Hales & Roberts 1970; Jordan & Anderson 1974) . Some of the uncertainty in the depth estimates may be caused by topography on the core-mantle interface, and the use of data sets covering different areas of the boundary. The irregularities may be up to several kilometres in amplitude relative to a spherically symmetric Earth (Bolt 1972; Hide 1972; Engdahl & Johnson 1974) . The travel-time tables used for routine hypocentre locations, and the associated average models for the Earth, are sufficiently accurate to enable most core-reflected phases to be identified correctly, and travel-time residuals to be calculated, for a given model. The residuals may then indicate local velocity anomalies in the lower mantle or the extent of topographic relief on the core-mantle boundary, even though the average depth to the core is still subject t o dispute.
Differential (PcP-P) times have been used widely t o determine lower mantle velocities and depth to the core-mantle transition (e.g. Buchbinder & Poupinet 1973; Engdahl & Johnson 1974; Jordan & Anderson 1974) . Anomalous values of (PcP-P) travel-times may be due to variations in depth to the reflection point or due to local velocity anomalies in the lower mantle. The mid-Atlantic ridge may represent the location of rising cell boundaries, and several mantle plumes may occur within the North Atlantic -Iceland, Colorado and the Azores (Burke, Kidd &Wilson 1973; Hargraves & Duncan 1973) . Part of the underlying core boundary is well covered by PcP reflection points, and this area is studied to map traveltime anomalies near the transition, and possibly indicate trends in boundary topography or the presence of convection structure in the lower mantle. The differences between PcP and P residuals, rather than travel-times, are used here to define local travel-time anomalies near the reflection point. Instead of analysing a few accurate data, many published data of uncertain quality are used to cover a given area, the analysis being such as to minimize the effect of probable data errors. The procedure follows in principle that given by Stewart (1976) .
Data analysis
The P-wave travel-time residual, the difference between the observed and expected arrival times, may be defined as R (P) = T,(P) + Ts(P) + Tt(P) + To + Ei(P)
( 1) where T, is the error due to local structure near the source and mislocations of the source, T, is a station correction due to structure at the recording site, T, is the error in the tables used to derive calculated travel-times, To is the error in the assumed origin time, Ei is an error due to instrumental response delay, timing inaccuracies, and misreading of the seismograms, for the ith reading.
Similarly, the residual R (PcP) for the PcP wave is given by
For a crustal event, the takeoff angle for a P wave will be within 25" of vertical for an epicentral distance greater than 60", and the difference in takeoff angles for P and PcP will be less than 11" ( c t Buchbinder 1965) . Hence both rays may traverse similar structure near the source for distances of this order or greater, and this may also apply at the receiver. If the location error of the event is less than a few tens of kilometres, as generally applies to the data used here, then we may set
Te(PcP) = T, (P) and T, (PcPJ = T,(P)
To is the same for both P and PcP for a given event, and hence from equations (l), ( 2 ) and (3) we obtain
In general, & (PcP) will not be the same as T, (P) for the deeper sections of the ray paths, since the two phases may traverse different structure towards the mid-points of their paths.
The travel-time anomaly T, due t o structure or lateral changes in velocity near the PcP reflection point is therefore assumed to be given by
If sufficient data are taken such that the mean reading error for the phases is approximately zero, then from equations (4) and (5) we can set
While short-wavelength velocity or topographic anomalies near the core-mantle boundary may be indicated by equation (6), it is also possible that topography on the core-mantle interface has similar wavelengths t o inhomogeneities in the mantle, up t o the order of 1000 km (Hide & Horai 1968; Julian & Sengupta 1973 ). An anomaly in lower mantle velocity extending vertically and laterally could have a similar effect on delay times for both P a n d PcP, and hence would not be indicated in T, from equation (6). In this case, T, would represent only delays due t o structure or topography at the point of reflection.
Data set
Most of the data (83 per cent) used in this study are from events in the vicinity ofcentral America, recorded in Europe. Some European earthquakes recorded at American stations were included, as these sample similar sections of the lower mantle, but in the reverse direction. A few events from the mid-Atlantic ridge were also used, since P waves to both European and North American stations tend to sample the middle rather than the lower mantle anomalies. Both the epicentre and station densities for the North Atlantic ray paths are sufficient t o permit good coverage by reflection points t o be obtained for part of the region, including the vicinity of two postulated plume sites (Azores and Colorado).
The data were taken from the Bulletins of the International Seismological Center (ISC) from 1967 to 1972, and comprise phases identified by the ISC as P and PcP waves. The distribution of P, PcP and (PcP-P) residuals, from ISC values, are shown in Fig. 1 , for 1259 observations from 487 earthquakes. The greater dispersion in PcP values compared to those of P in Fig. 1 is probably due mainly to data errors and phase misidentifications, since PcP may be confused sometimes with pP, sP, pPcP and sPcP. The arrival time should be read to better than 1 s where PcP can be distinctly identified (cf Kanamori 1967; Buchbinder & Poupinet 1973) . Hence the random reading errors in & from equation (6) should generally be less than 2 s, and probably less than 1 s for both well-defined P and PcP arrivals. Most of the takeoff angles for both P and PcP will be within 20" of the vertical, and hence the presence of dipping lithospheric slabs near the source may have negligible effect on the differential times. The errors involved in assuming that equations (3) apply may be of the order of 0.1 s. Buchbinder & Poupinet (1973) observed dispersion of the order of k 2.5 s for (PcP -P) travel times, which is about half that indicated for (I? (PcP) -R (P)) in Fig. 1 . This suggests that accurately processed records and more correct phase identifications could result in a considerable improvement in the dispersion of the data set. The majority of the data (73 per cent) occur in the epicentral distance range from 70" to 90", and only 9 per cent are from distances greater than 90". Since 82 per cent of the data have epicentral distances greater than 70", the sensitivity of PcP residual values to variations in core-mantle topography is not great, possibly resulting in changes of less than I s in travel times (cf: Buchbinder 1965) . The PcP/P amplitude ratio may reach a theoretical minimum of less than 0.1 beyond 80" (Martner 1950; Buchbinder 1965; Kanamori 1967; Ibrahim 1971 ). In addition to low amplitudes, the travel time of PcP will approach that of P, and hence PcP arrivals may be obscured by the P wavetrain and remain unidentified for the larger distances.
At distances less than 70", R ( P ) may have a significant influence on T,, with a crosscorrelation coefficient of about -0.5 between R ( P ) and T,. Jordan & Lynn (1974) found that differential (ScS-S) times for reflections under the Caribbean at distances less than 70" were strongly correlated with S rather than ScS times, and inferred that most of the observed variations were along the path of the direct phase. This does not appear to be the case for the dominant range of distances observed here (70°-95"), for which the value of T, is better correlated with R(PcP) (cross correlation coefficient greater than 0.8), but this may be due in part to the greater dispersion of PcP residuals compared to those of P (Fig.  1) . Beyond 95", R ( P ) and R(PcP) become well correlated, and equation (6) 
Contouring of data values
It is assumed that the travel-time anomalies occur at the mid-points of the ray paths, although the residuals may be caused by structural inhomogeneities of several hundred kilometres or greater in extent. The data are restricted to reflection points occurring in the geographic ranges 0"-60" N , 0"-80" W. This includes the sites of the Azores and Colorado hot spots. The raw data values for T, (seconds) are shown in Fig. 2 for one degree square geographic areas. Each data point in Fig. 2 may represent the average of up to 10 reflections per unit area. The values of Tr are within the range 2 10 s, and include 1012 readings from 403 events.
The data contain a random noise, with an amplitude probably greater than 1 s, as indicated by the scatter in values of adjacent one degree cells. Hence the data in Fig. 2 are contoured to show the regional trends in the values, and to minimize the effects of noise and local variations with wavelengths less than a few hundred kilometres (cf Stewart 1976) . Trend-surface maps were generated for the area of Fig. 2 using a program by Whitten (1973) . The data lor Tr were restricted to values from -4 to +6 s, since this includes most of the data, while omitting the more extreme values (c6 Fig. I ). Subregions were mapped, and the complete contour map for T, in tends to discriminate against the shorter wavelengths due t o noise and small-scale inhomogeneitics along the ray paths. The contours for the regions of greater data density are not changed appreciably by using subsets of the data, and hence may indicate real trends in arioinaly values. flowever, contours for areas of less data may be subject t o appreciable error. The apparent amplitude 01' the variations in Fig. 3 is about 2-3 s, and may be due to changes iii depth to the core or lateral velocity changes in the lower mantle.
Trend contours of' degree 5, fitted t o the whole map area, are given in Figs 4 and 5 for P residuals, for distance ranges below and beyond 82" respectively. Data are within the range of values + 4 s (cf: Fig. l ) , and comprise 535 points up to 82" and 441 points from 82" to 95". giving data sets of' comparable size. The ray paths reach depths less than and greater than 2300 kin for the shorter and longer distance ranges respectively. The contoured amplitude range ovei-the regions covered by the data for Figs 4 and 5 is of the order of one second. As in Fig. 3 , it is assumed ip deriving the diagrams that the P-wave residuals are due t o anomalies along the deepest sections of the ray paths (cfi Julian & Sengupta 1973) . Since differential times are not used, the low amplitude range contoured in Figs 4 and 5 may t o some extent represent systematic or long-wavelength errors in the Jeffreys-Bullen traveltime tables used in deriving residuals, rather than real velocity anomalies in the mantle. Errors due t o source and receiver bias (such as due t o subduction zones) are not removed from the data. but may be reduced in contouring if they are of a localized nature.
Interpretation of contours
A preliminary interpretation may be given for Figs 3 , 4 and 5, allowing for possible inaccuracies in the contouring. The Azores and Colorado hot spots occur at about 38" N, 27" W and 34" N, 37.5" W respectively (Burke et ~l . 1973) . The former location at least may represent the surface trace of a major mantle plume (Schilling 1975 anomaly in Fig. 3 directly under the sites of these plumes, there is a region giving early PcP arrivals near the core boundary at about 35" N, 50" W. This is probably the best-defined feature of the contour maps, due to the data density of the area. The most reliable features in Figs 4 and 5 are the generally late area around 40" N, 30" Win Fig. 4 , and the apparently early region in Fig. 5 in a similar location to that in Fig. 3 . The coincidence of the early regions in Figs 3 and 5 suggests that they may be due to a genuine anomaly in the lower mantle. The trend-fitting process delineates an anomalous zone as a broad region, although the anomaly may be much more localized and of a larger amplitude than indicated by the contours.
If the P-residual contours are caused by real anomalies, then the data may indicate an anomalous zone extending from the early region near the core and in the lower mantle (Figs 3 and 5), through a late region in the middle mantle (Fig. 4) , up to the hot spots. This may be consistent with the chemical plume model of Anderson (1975) , in which velocities within a plume will be greater than in the surroundingsmaterial in the lower mantle, while the relative velocity will be slower than in the average upper mantle, for at least the upper few hundred kilometres of the plume. The contouring would not distinguish between two relatively close plumes such as Colorado and the Azores. Such an interpretation implies that the plumes ascend in the mantle at up to 30 degrees from the vertical. If shear movement in the mantle were the cause of this effect, it would have to be in the opposite sense t o that proposed by Nelson & Temple (1972) for the upper 800 km of the mantle. Alternative interpretations (thermal plumes) based on positive anomalies in the north-eastem section of Fig. 3 would be very tenuous, due to the paucity of data for this area.
The trends in the contours may indicate the boundaries of convection cells in the mantle, if whole-mantle convection takes place. The contours do not coincide well with the location of the mid-ocean ridge, although cell structure does not necessarily have to follow the outlines of the overlying plates. There is no indication of systematic differences between anomalies under continents compared with those under oceanic areas. Fig. 3 may also be interpreted in terms of bumps on the core-mantle boundary, instead of only velocity anomalies in the lowest regions of the mantle. For an epicentral distance of 60", a PcP travel-time anomaly of 0.5 s could correspond to a change in core depth of about 8 km, and about 20 km at 80" distance (Buchbinder 1965) . Hide & Horai (1968) derived maps of core-mantle topography from an analysis of the spherical harmonic components of the Earth's gravitational field. Using components of degree G 6, they suggest that a broad topographic high of about 15 km occurs at about 35" N, 65" W, and a low of -14.5 km may occur at 45" N, 20" W. In Fig. 3 , a minimum and maximum in PcP residuals (the latter tentative) may occur approximately at these locations, as would be expected from core-mantle bumps of about 15 km amplitude. It is possible that the boundary topography is only a few kilometres in amplitude (e.g. Hide 1972; Engdahl & Johnson 1974) , and therefore most of the variation in TI in Fig. 3 may be due to lateral velocity anomalies of perhaps several per cent near the core-mantle transition, There appears to be no appreciable correlation of the data in Figs 3, 4 and 5 with the Earth's gravity, magnetic or heat flow fields, as may be expected if these quantities are largely dependent on upper mantle and crustal structure (Kaula 1972; Anderson, McKenzie & Sclater 1973; Horai & Simmons 1969; Regan, Cain & Davis 1975) .
Contours in
It is stressed that any interpretation of the contour maps remains somewhat speculative.
Conclusion
Travel-time residuals of direct and core-reflected compressional waves have been mapped, which may indicate lateral velocity anomalies in the lower mantle and possible topography on the core-mantle interface. The published data are of uncertain quality, and Figs 4 and 5 in particular may represent errors in the travel-time tables as well as regional anomalies. A number of assumptions have been made in the analysis, especially in taking residuals to apply to the lowest sections (mid-points) of the ray paths. Anomalies near the reflection points could indicate bumps on the core-mantle boundary of the order of 15 km in amplitude. It is more likely that the residuals are due mainly to velocity anomalies of several per cent in the lowermost mantle. In particular, a relatively fast region near the core-mantle transition at about 35" N, 50" W in Figs 3 and 5 could correspond to the base of the Azores and Colorado plumes, with lower than average velocities higher in the middle mantle. This assumes that the P-wave contours in Figs 4 and 5 are due to real anomalies. Such an interpretation may agree with the suggestion of Anderson (1975) that plumes are cherqical rather than thermal in origin. The lateral shear or distortion implied for the mantle, with structure dipping west to south-west from the surface hot spots at about 30 degrees from the vertical, may be at variance with an increased eastward flow with greater depth of an upper mantle mainstream proposed by Nelson & Temple (1972) .
The analysis is too imprecise to enable any definite conclusions to be arrived at regarding the mantle and core-boundary structure, but may form a basis for comparison with more detailed observations using accurate data.
